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Abstract.

Direct spectral method simulationof the three-dimensionalmagne-

tohydrodynamics
(MHD) equationsis usedto exploreanisotropythat develops
from initially isotropicfluctuationsas a consequence
of a uniform appliedmagnetic
field. Spectral and varianceanisotropiesare investigatedin both compressibleand
incompressibleMHD. The nature of the spectral anisotropyis consistentwith the

modelof Shebalinet al. [1983]in whichthe spectrumbroadensin the perpendicular
wavenumberdirection, the anisotropybeing greater for smaller wavenumbers.Here
this effect is seen for both incompressibleand polytropic compressibleMHD. In

contrast,the longitudinal(compressive)
velocityfluctuationsremainisotropic.
Variance anisotropy is observedfor low plasma beta compressibleMHD but not
for incompressibleMHD. Solar wind observationsare qualitatively consistentwith
both variance and spectral anisotropiesof the type discussedhere.
Introduction

strongdistinctiveanisotropiesin the wavenumberspectrum of thefluctuations.Recently,Oughtonet al. [1994]

(3D)
There are several motivations for investigation of carriedout similarstudiesin three-dimensional
incompressible
MHD,
applying
the
reasoning
of
Shedynamically appearing anisotropiesin magnetohydro-

dynamic(MHD) turbulence:Experimentshave sug- balinet al. [1983]to describethe causesof the observed
gestedthe presenceof spectralanisotropyin laboratory
plasma devices[e.g., Robinsonand Rusbridge,1971;
Zwebenet al., 1979]. Anisotropyis inherentin the "reduced"MHD description[Strauss,1976; Montgomery
and Turner, 1981; Montgomery,1982], which nevertheless must appeal to dynamical theory for its justification. Variance anisotropy has also been observed
by many in situ spacecraftobservations[Belcherand
Davis, 1971;Klein et al., 1991].In addition,thereis direct evidenceof spectral anisotropyin solar wind magnetic field observations[Matthaeuset al., 1990, 1995;
Bieberet al., 1995].
Important stepstoward understandingMHD anisotropy were taken by Montgomeryand Turner [1981]
and Shebalinet al. [1983]. The former work employed
perturbation theory to show that when a strong uniform magnetic field is present, the leading order fluctuations are perpendicular to it; moreover, this was

anisotropic spectral transfer. A similar kind of anisot-

ropy can also be seenin closurecalculations[Carbone
and Veltri, 1990].In the presentpaperwe extendthese
investigations,askingwhether compressibleMHD turbulencewill generateanisotropyfrom initially isotropic
fluctuations. Furthermore, we look for the first time at
the possibledynamical appearanceof variance anisotropy in the simulations.

Statisticalisotropy[Batchelor,1970]is a convenient
assumptionin homogeneousfluid turbulence theory.
Spectraldensityof energyis oftenregardedas invariant
under arbitrary rotations in hydrodynamics,even with

a uniformbackground
flow (whichcan be eliminated
by a Galilean transformation). Thus hydrodynamic
anisotropiesare usually connectedwith additional com-

plications,suchas initial data, driving effects,or inhomogeneity. In the absenceof these effectsit is is possible to argue convincinglythat hydrodynamicstends

to be consistent with measurements
made in
to becomeisotropic[Chandrasekhar,
1950]. However,
the plasma(fusion)experiments
referenced
above.She- in MHD the effectsof a local meanmagneticfield canto a moving
balin et al.'s simulationsof two-dimensional
(2D) in- not be removedby a simpletransformation
frame
[Elsdsser,
1956].
The
mean
magnetic
field recompressibleMHD turbulence revealeddevelopmentof
shown

mains a preferred direction in any frame of reference.
Consequently,anisotropyis expectedwhen the effects
of a mean magneticfield are important, as they are in
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The study of Shebalinet al. [1983]found that such
anisotropy does indeed occur in MHD turbulence that
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beginswith broadbandisotropicinitial data. An appealingphysicalexplanationwasoffered.In brief, spectral transfer occursbecauseof couplingsamong wave
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vector triads; there are many of these with nonzero
MHD coupling strengths. However,when a mean field

MHD

TURBULENCE

Parameters and Diagnostics

Useful parametersusedin describingturbulenceinis present, the condition for efficientcouplingsis more
numbersR - uL/v (kinetic)and
stringent. Resonant couplingswill be the most effec- cludethe Reynolds
tive, amounting to a frequency matching among the R.m- bL/p (magnetic),whereu and b are the characteristic fluctuating velocity and Alfv6n speeds,respecallowable triads of Fourier modes. As Shebalin et al.
tively.
In simulationunits the meandensityP0is unity,
noted, for resonance one member of each triad must
as
is
L.
For compressible
MHD it is alsoimportant to
have its wave vector perpendicular to the mean field. In
a wave vocabularythis is a "nonpropagating"or "zero knowthe Machnumber(definedabove)andtheplasma
s
- 1/(BoMso)
:•, inthesimulation
units,
frequency"modeand not a linearwaveeigenmode
[see, beta,f• -- c:•/V,•
where Ms0 is the Mach number at t- 0.
e.g., Montgomeryand Matthaeus,1995].The mostefficient spectral transfer appears to be into these perpendicular

Fourier

modes

that

are not

included

in weak

Energies(per unit mass)associated
with the fluctuationsare measuredby the fluid kinetic energy,E • =

andthemagnetic
energy,
E
turbulencetreatments[Goldreichand Sridhar, 1995]. (lul-)/2 Consequently,anisotropic spectral transfer of this type The anglebracketsdenotea volumeaverageoverthe peappears to be an intrinsically nonlinear effect associated riodic box. In the incompressiblelimit the total fluctu-

with

ationenergy
approaches
Einc- E• 4-E• --*u2/24-b2/2

turbulence.

Approach and Methods
Our results are obtained through direct numerical
simulation of both the compressibleand incompressible 3D MHD equations. The incompressibleruns make

useof the familiar Galerkinmethod[Orszag,1971]that

as the internal energyfluctuationsbecomenegligible.
Qualitatively, one associatesthe incompressible
MHD
modelwith the Ms -• 0 limit of the compressible
equations. However,it is now reasonablywell understood,
both for hydrodynamics
[KlainermanandMajda, 1981,
1982;GhoshandMatthaeus,1992]andfor MHD [Zank
and Matthaeus,1992a,b,1993],that additionalconditions are required to ensurea proper "nearly incompressible"limit and a smoothapproachof solutionsof

we have used previously, while the compressiblesimulations, with a polytropic equation of state, employ a
the compressibleequationsto solutionsof a related inpseudospectralalgorithm in a familiar set of dimensioncompressibleproblem.
lessunits I Ghoshet al., 1993].In both casesthe boundAlthough we shall not examine the structure of the
ary conditions are periodic in a cube of side 2•rL. Takincompressible
limit in a rigorousway in this paper, it
ing the fluctuation speedas the characteristicone and L
will be of interest to considercertain quantitiesthat
as the characteristiclength, the compressibleequations
relate to the approachto incompressibility.
For examincludean equationfor continuityof massdensityp,

ple, it is useful to separatethe fluid velocity u into
an irrotational part associatedwith compressive
behavior and a solenoidalpart associatedwith incompress=-v.
ible motions. This is easily accomplished
in a Fourier
and a momentum equation for the fluctuating velocity representation
by projectingout the part of the amplitudeu(k) that is parallelto the wavevectork andthen
summingover wave vectors. The velocity can then be
Ou
1
pT
j xB
written as u- uT-•-uL, wherethe longitudinalveloc?-1
p
ity uL is irrotational and the transversevelocityuT is

+u.Vu-

v

+

+

solenoidal.

where? - 5/3 is the polytropicindexandj - V x B is
the electric current density,with B measuredin Alfv6n

In order to quantify the degreeof spectralanisotropy
associatedwith a flow we employthe generalizationof

speedunits, i.e., let B --. B/v/4•rp0. The magnetic the Shebalinanisotropy
angles0Q,introduced
in previinduction equation, in terms of the vector potential a, ousincompressible
studies[Oughton
et al., 1994].These

is

are defined by the relation

0a

-u x B+pj+VF,

(3)

tan
20Q-- y:'/•,
IQ(k,
t)l

(5)

where V x a - b, p is the resistivity, and F is the
gauge function. The total magnetic field B - B0-•k]_- k•+ k• andthesummations
extend
overall
b includes a uniform component, B0 - B0•, part, b. where
Thusj - V x b - V x B. The characteristicMach valuesof k. The quantity q may be a vectorfield,e.g.,
numberMs - u/cs appearsexplicitlyin theseunitsand u, w, b, j, uz,, and u7,, or a scalar,suchas the density
isthereciprocal
of the characteristic
(unit massdensity) p. The vorticity w is defined by w - V x u.

Physically,
tan•'0q maybe interpreted
asthe ratio
sound speed cs, measured in units of the characteristic
fluctuation speedu. The viscosityv enters through the of a weighted mean square perpendicularwavenumber
to its parallel counterpart,the weightingfactor being
viscousdissipation term,
the spectrum for q. Thus an isotropicspectrum cor-

D,,,(u)v_
PV2
u4-•pVV.u.

to 0q - tan-• x/• -• 54.74
ø. A 2D (orquasi
(4)responds
2D) spectrumhasall (nearlyall) of its energyin modes
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perpendicular(or nearlyso) to B0 so that 8Q • 90ø, lution is employedthroughout.)The effectiveP•eynolds
while a slab spectrum has energy only in wave vectors numbers decreasein time in these freely decayingturbulence simulations.
alongB0 and 8Q - 0.
The broadbandinitial conditionsfor the runs are genIn the presentstudy of anisotropythe spatially uniform magneticfield B0 will alwaysbe in the •. direction eratedin k space.The amplitudesof u(k), for example,
sothat "perpendicular"refersto the ß and y directions are chosenso that the modal kinetic energy spectrum
and "parallel" to the z direction. Spectralanisotropy is given by

will be seento developwith respectto the B0 direction;
this corresponds
to an asymmetryin the distributionof

1

E"(k)- •lu(k)l
•'

scalarenergyin variousparts of the k space. Distinct

C

from this is the variance anisotropy,by which we mean

S'(k)= l+(•/•,ee)•,

inequality in valuesof mean squarecomponentsof a
vector fluctuation. We designatethe componentvari-

(6)

ancesin a s•andardwayas,for example,•u2z- (u2z),

where (7 is a normalization

etc.

phaseof eachu(k), its real and imaginarypartsare as-

constant.

To determine

the

signed using independent Gaussian random variables.
Only a subset of the retained Fourier modes are iniOur main goal is to characterizeanisotropythat ap- tially populated, namely those lying between two limpearsin a 3D compressible
MHD model. We investigate iting values, i.e., k• _• k _• k•. The magnetic flucthis issuethrough direct numerical simulation, while tuationsb(k) are generatedin the samefashion.The
alsostressingcomparison
with similarstudiesof incom- initial conditionsusedhere all have k• - 1 and k• - 8,
pressibleMHD [Sheba•ir•
et a•., 1983; 0•ghto• •t •., with kk,• -- 3 and q chosenso that the omnidirectional
Overview and Description of Runs

1994](seealsothe 3D closuresimulations
of C•rbo• energyspectrumhasa high-kslopeof-5/3. The cross
•r•d V•iri [1990]). Table 1 summarizes
the description helicity(u. b) is alwayssmall.
For the compressiblesimulations, two distinct initial
s01For a referencepoint we discussa singleincompress- conditionsare used. Category1 runs (designated

of the runs that will be discussed.

ible run (c27) that is similar to thosepresentedby s04) useinitial data that are identical,within the con0•gh.to• •t •. [1994]. The compressible
runs are se- text of a Galerkin spectral method, to the reference
lected to compareand contrast to the incompressible incompressible
run (Table 1). The identicalFouriercoefficientsof the velocity and magnetic field that were
used to initialize run c27 were incorporated into the
compressibleinitial data, augmentedby an initially uniform density field, p - 1. P•un s01 is at low initial
E i"½- 1 equipartitioned
betweenthe kineticandmag- turbulent Mach number M, - 0.15 and high plasma
neticcomponents
at all scales,
i.e.,E•(k)/E5(k) - 1. beta f•- 44.4. In contrast, runs s02-s04 all have Mach
number M, - 0.5 but varying beta f•- 4, 1, and 0.25,
All runs have equal viscosityand resistivity v - p1/250,sothat the initialkineticandmagneticReynolds respectively. This variation in/• is achieved solely by
numbersare 250. This value is limited, as is usually the varying the mean magnetic field over the valuesB0 - 1,
case,by the spatialresolutionof the codeand is chosen 2, and 4. Roughly speaking,all four of these runs are
to give reasonablyadequateresolutionof the smallest at moderately low Mach number and range from high

cases,as well as to explorehow anisotropymay depend
upon compressible
MHD parameters.All the runs discussedare freely decayinginitial value problemsin periodic geometryand havethe initial fluctuationenergy

dynamically
importantspatialscales.(Herea 643reso-

to low beta.

Table 1. Parameters
for the Compressible
and Incompressible
Runs
Run

B0

•Sb/B
0

Ms

[•

Anisotropy
Variance

Spectral

0

UT

UL

P

6u•/6Uz
2
2 2

c27

1

1

oo

S

--

--

0.87

0.84

s01
s02
s03
s04

1
1
2
4

1
1
1/2
1/4

0.15
0.5
0.5
0.5

44.4
4
1
1/4

S
S
S
S

I
I
I
I

M
M
S
S

0.85
0.82
0.85
1.2

0.84
0.98
1.4
2.6

s05
s06

4
1

1/4
1

0.5
0.15

1/4
44.4

M
S

I
I

M
I

2.0
1.0

1.5
1.0

Horizontalspacesseparate
runswith distinctinitialdata.Runc27 is incompressible,
runss01-s04(category1) havea
solenoidal(transverse)
initial velocity,andrunss05-s06 (category2) an irrotational(longitudinal)
initial u. For all runs,
N = 64 Fouriermodesare usedin eachdirection,v = g = 1/250, andthe initially excitedwavenumbers
lie betweenk = 1
and 8. Columns6-10 summarizethe resultsof the runs in terms of (1) the level of spectralanisotropythat develops
(S, strong;M, moderate;I, isotropic),and(2) the averageof the varianceratios(for t_> 2). All runsdevelopstrong
spectralanisotropyin o0,b, andj.
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Looking at run sO1 more carefully, we note the low decay a bit faster, whereasthe runs with strongerB0
Mach number and isotropic initial Fourier coefficients, decay a little slower than the incompressiblerun. Note
with uniform density and a solenoidal velocity field. that the slowdowndoesnot scaleas B• •. Thishas
Thus upon examining the appropriate criteria for ap- also been observedrecently in a study of incompressplicabilityof nearly incompressible
(NI) MHD theory ible MHD decay phenomenologywhere it has been at-

[Zank and Matthaeus,1992a,b,1993], we would con- tributedto the development
of spectralanisotropy[Hossainet al., 1995].A recentinertialrangestudy(M. K.

clude that NI behavior is expected in this caseand that
the results should be quite similar in runs s01 and c27.
Runs s02-s04 are not in the high-• regime but rather

Verma et al., A numericalstudy of the nonlinearcascade
of energyin magnetohydrodynamicturbulence,submit-

are • - (3(1) or perhapslow-• regimes.Consequently, ted to Journal of Geophysical
Research,1996) draws
one does not expect precise adherence to NI theory in
view of the additional geometricalconstraintsthat en-

similarconclusions.
The valuesof (j2) showa peak

discussion

the formation

nearonenominalnonlineartime (t - 1) in all the runs,
ter the theory at low • [Zank and Matthaeus,1992a,b, but the level of the peak decreasesquite systematically
1993]. This aspectof theserunswill be takenup in the as B0 increases.This showsthat B0 initially suppresses
section.

of small-scale

structure

in MHD

turbu-

Category2 compressible
runs(s05-s06)differgreatly lence, a property that has been describedpreviously
from the first set, because instead of having a purely for incompressible
MHD turbulence[Frischet al., 1983;
solenoidal velocity field, their Fourier coefficientshave Oughtonet al., 1994].
been adjusted so that u4, = 0, and thus the velocity field
is purely longitudinal. This condition lies well outside
the NI regime and is normally associatedwith acoustic
or magnetoacousticwave activity. However, the spectrum of the velocity field is the same as for the earlier
runs.

All

Fourier

runs listed

coefficients

in Table

i use the same initial

for b.

Results

Spectral Anisotropy of Velocity and Magnetic
Fields

The principal diagnosticsthat we employ for examining spectralanisotropiesare the anisotropyanglesfor
the magnetic and velocity fields and also the vorticity

and electriccurrentdensity(see(5)). Theseare illustrated for runs c27 and s01-s04in Figure 2. The angles
0•, 0•, Ob,and 0j increasesteadilyin time throughout
the five runs. It is clear that the vorticity and current anisotropiesare greater than those of the velocity
and magneticfield. This suggestsgreater anisotropyat
smaller scales, as has been reported in earlier studies
of incompressible
MHD [Shebalinet al., 1983; Oughton

et al., 1994].We havealsoexaminedanisotropy
angles
for the vectorpotentialsof u and b (not shown)and

We addressthe issue of spectral anisotropy by comparing the behavior of the compressibleruns s01-s04
with the reference incompressible run. To illustrate
the overall dynamical evolution in these runs, Figure 1

find that they generallyhave lower valuesthan do 0, or
Obat similar times. The potentials emphasizethe low
wavenumberpart of the spectrum, so this again supports the idea that the anisotropyis greater at smaller
showstime historiesof energy(kineticplusmagnetic) scales.One also seesin Figure 2 that both the velocity
and meansquareelectriccurrentdensity(j2). There and magneticfield anisotropiesare greatestfor the inis some variability in the time histories due to various compressible
runs. Generallyspeaking,the anisotropies
dynamical factors, including the additional channel for seen in Figure 2 do not show sensitivedependenceon
dissipationaffordedby the compressibledegreesof free- either Mach numberor plasmabeta. Evidently,signifidom and the influence of the varying strength of the cant levelsof anisotropyare attained in all cases,and at
mean magnetic field. The two compressibleruns with high wavenumbersthe spectrumevolvestoward a quasi
the same B0 = i as the incompressiblerun actually 2D state.

1.0

,.•,
x•
•\x. Ev + E b

0.8

'•x

0.6

"x.•\\
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. . . s01
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t

Figure 1. Kinetic plus magnetic energy and mean squarecurrent as functionsof time for some

representative
runs. The enstrophy
behaves
in a similarfashionto {ja). SeeTable1 for run
parameters.
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Figure 2. Anisotropyanglesas a functionof time for u, w, b, and j. Note the approximate
similarity betweenthe incompressible
and compressible
results. Anglesare in degrees.
Behavior of Density and Decoupling of Acoustic

is shown
in Figure3. Initially,u• - 0 (because
of the

Fluctuations

The relativelevelsof u• andu• subsequently
remain
The abovediagnosticsindicate a strongsimilarity in
the nature of spectral anisotropythat occursin various parameter regimes. We now exploresomeof the

of this order. A very different picture is seen in the

differences.

tuationsbut otherwisehas the sameparameters(Ms,
]•) as run s04. As mentionedearlier,this state is not

First, on the basisof Mach numbersizeand NI-MHD

second
panelof Figure3, showing
u• andu• for s05,
a run that starts with purely longitudinal velocity fluc-

theory[ZankandMatthae•s,1992a,b,1993]we antic- expected to be nearly incompressible.In fact, as Figipate that run s01, starting at M, - 0.15, shouldbe- ure 3 shows, the longitudinal and transversevelocity
have almost as an incompressiblerun. One expectation fluctuations rapidly approach equipartition and therewould be that the velocity field should consistalmost after the transverse fluctuations dominate by a small
entirelyof solenoidal
fluctuations,
sothat 2E
margin. Actually all the runs we have attempted with
while the longitudinalfluctuationsshouldbe suppressed purely longitudinal initial velocity fields behave qualitatively in this way. Similarly, runs s01-s03, and all
An xminion
of run s01 (not shown)doesin fact bear this out. A other runs that we have carried out usinguL - 0 initial
higherlevelof compressive,
longitudinalvelocityfieldis conditions,act similarly to run s04 in Figure 3.
Having establishedthat the level of compressireveseenin runs with higher M,, or runs that are further

fromtheNI-MHD limit. Forexample,
theu•, u•, time
history of run s04, with initial Mach number M, - 0.5,
1.0
UL

locity field activity dependscritically on the initial data,
we examine the spectral anisotropy of the compressire

.0 ' '

Run s04

UL
2

Run
s05

0.8
.6

0.6
0.4
0.2

.2 ..x,,,•.•••_•
x_, __..______

....

0.0
0

2

4
t

6

8

0

2

4

6

8

t

Figure 3. Time historiesof the (kinetic)energyin the longitudinaland transverse
components
of the velocityfield. Note the distinctbehaviorfor the category2 run (s05).
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Figure 4. Anisotropyanglesfor the (total) densityand longitudinaland transversevelocity
components,as a function of time, for representativecompressibleruns.

and incompressivefeatures of the flows. In Figure 4 we

ropy seenfor the incompressiblemotions. On the other

displaythe 0p, 0,•, and •-T anisotropy
anglesfor two hand, the remaining magnetoacousticdensity component would then share with u• what appears to be
categoryi runs(s02,s04) and both category2 runs.
For the runs beginning with solenoidalvelocitiesa
clear picture emerges. Although s02 is a moderate
M• = 0.5 run, its p, uL and u•r anisotropiesare representative of all compressibleruns in the first category.
Examining the first panel of Figure 4, we see that the
transversevelocity developsa considerablelevel of anisotropywith •,T exceeding70ø. This is consistentwith
the evolution toward a quasi two-dimensionalspectrum,

as wasdiscussed
in the previoussection(seeFigure2).
Rather more surprisingis that the longitudinal velocity
fluctuations show no tendency to develop any anisotropy whatsoever,remaining at •,• m 54ø, very close
to the isotropic value. Interestingly, the density does
develop anisotropy, reachin a plateau at a value inter-

an almost completelyisotropicspectral distribution at
higher •3, becomingmore anisotropicand quasi 2D at
low •3. This perspectiveis consistentwith the expecta-

tionsof NI theory[ZankandMatthaeus,1992a,b,1993].
However, it is not our intention here to show quantitatively and in detail that these MHD solutionsare NI solutions which asymptoticallyapproachthe incompressible state.

Turning to the lower panelsin Figure 4, we examine
the anisotropyanglesof the category2 runs, thosethat
commencewith a purely longitudinal velocity field. In

run s0õ,a run at high•3,the longitudinalvelocityagain
remains very isotropic, as does the density. There is
no tendency for the density anisotropyto track that of

mediateto the u•randuL values.In thesecond
panel wr (whichevolvesto be stronglyanisotropic).f• shows
of Figure 4 a similar plot is shownfor s04, a category1

a closer degree of tracking of transversevelocity and

run having•3 = 1/4. A very similardescription
holds density anisotropies.
here as in the first panel, except that the density anisotropy tracks the transversevelocity anisotropymuch
more closely. This pattern has been seen in all cate-

It is interesting
that u} growsto be aslargeasu}
(runs06,not shown)or larger(u.•lu} ~ 2 aftert- 1

comesmore anisotropic and begins to track the trans-

clearlynot of the NI type, we seethat duringperiodsin
which the transversevelocityis large the anisotropyof

for run s05, see Figure 3) in category2 runs, all of
gory 1 runs: For strongerB0 (lower•3) the densitybe- whichbeginwithu•. - 0. Evenin theseruns,whichare

verse(incompressive)
fluctuationsat lowbeta.
This is perhapssuggestiveof a decompositionof the
density field into a nearly incompressiblepart and a
compressivemagnetoacousticpart. The nearly incompressiblepart may be generated as a responseto the

thedensitytrackstheanisotropy
of u•, reasonably
well.
This is similar to the low-• run, s04, in Figure 4 and
alsoreminiscentof the closerelationshipbetweenspectra of density and solenoidalvelocity in NI runs with a

incompressible
motionsasin NI theory[ZankandMatt- strongBo (asemphasized
by Matthaeuset at. [1991]).
haeus,1992a,b, 1993] and thus might be expectedto Sincethis trackingappearsin suchwidely rangingcirreflectthe high degreeof dynamicallygeneratedanisot- cumstances,it is tempting to speculatethat the effectis
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robust and that even a small increasein uT over uL may
be enoughto trigger a clear and observablerelationship
between density and solenoidalvelocity spectra.
The information gleaned from the anisotropy angles
can be seen directly, if less quantitatively, by plotting
intensities of the spectrum in various reductions and
cuts through the k space. Figure 5 offers a direct illustration of spectral anisotropy. Its four panels show
greyscaleplots of the spectra of ul, in run c27 and ul,,
density, and uz, in run s04. The data in each panel are
from the same simulation time, t - 2, and displayed in
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Variance Anisotropies

Variance
anisotropies,
thatis,inequalities
among

5u•,and5u,•oramong
5b•,5b•,and5b,
•, have
been
observedfor many years[Belcherand Davis, 1971;Klein
et al., 1991]. Howevertheir dynamicalappearancefrom
isotropic initial data has not been discussedin the MHD
turbulence literature, as far as we are aware. Note that

varianceand spectralanisotropiesare entirely independent. This can easilybe seenby writing a randommagnetic Fourier component as

the kll-k_•plane.It is clearthat the solenoidal
veloc-

•(•) - i• xi •(•)- • x(• x•)•'(•)

ity fields of runs c27 and s04 have similar anisotropic
•
(7)
spectra. The longitudinal velocity is, in contrast, quite
isotropic. The density is of an intermediate character, with respectto a referencedirection• along the mean
in accord with the above discussion in terms of anisotmagnetic field direction and in terms of potentials A x
ropy angles.
and A2 that are functionsof wavevectork. (Popula-

s04: ut spectrum

c27: ut spectrum
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Figure 5. Greyscale
plotsof spectraasa functionof kz andkllfor the (transverse)
velocityin
the incompressiblerun c27 and the transversevelocity, density, and longitudinal velocitiesin run
s04. The transversevelocitiesare anisotropic,whereasthe longitudinal velocity is isotropic. The
density has an intermediate degree of anisotropy, as discussedin the text. All plots are at the
same simulation time, t - 2.
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tion of "slab" wave vectors along •. must be handled
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in this run. In the fourth panel of Figure 6, variance
anisotropies
are shownfor the/S = 1/4 compressible
run
s04. Now the varianceanisotropyof the magneticfield
developsto a larger extent than in the aboveruns, and
the velocityfield alsoshowsignsof developinga similar
anisotropy but at a lower level. The runs from the first
categoryshowa pattern of developmentof strongervari-

separatelyor by a limitingprocedure.)It is clearthat
one can render the fluctuations entirely transverse to
the mean field by setting A2 - 0 for all k. Thus variance anisotropy is controlled by the relative size of A•
and A2, whereasspectral anisotropyis a consequence
of
the way that the potentials depend upon the direction

of k. "Minimum variancearguments"are sometimes anceanisotropy
(with largerperpendicular
variance)as
used to link variance and spectral anisotropies. While the plasmabeta decreases.The highest/Sruns, as well
this is a useful method, it is inappropriate to deduce as the incompressiblerun, show little or no variance
that energetically populated wave vectors must lie in anisotropy.
the minimum variance direction. As a counterexample,
The remaining two panelsof Figure õ showvariance
consider the case of 2D turbulence with A2 - 0 and anisotropiesfor the category 2 compressibleruns. In
Ax - Ax(k•, k•), independent
of z. Then,5u• - 0 and run sO6,having/S - 44, we see essentiallyno variance
the minimum variance direction is along z. However, anisotropyat any time, as in the incompressiblecase.
all populated wave vectors are in the z,y plane.
This is intriguing becauserun s0õ commenceswith a
Variance anisotropy for six of the runs in Table 1 is longitudinal velocity field and is thus expected to reexaminedin Figure6. Plottedare 5t%/Stt•
•
• and5b•/Sb•
• 2 main quite far from an NI state. In contrast, run s05

asfunctionsof timefor eachrun. (Similarplotsin terms (initially longitudinalvelocity,/S= 1/4) exhibitsfairly

oftheotherperpendicular
variance,
e.g.,&t•,show
sub-

strong variance anisotropy,although the velocity field
anisotropyis greater than the magneticfield'sthrough-

stantiallyidenticalresults.)

First, the incompressiblerun c27 showsno variance out the run.
anisotropyat any time, the ratios remaining very close
It is clear that the dynamical generationof variance
to unity. The high-/S(= 44), low-M, compressible
run anisotropy from isotropic initial data is a property of
s01, quite closeto incompressibility,behavesalmost ex- compressibleMHD and not of incompressibleMHD.
actly as does c27 with regard to variance anisotropy. However, the controlling factor appears to be /S and
Run s03, with stronger B0 and/S - 1, beginsto show not the proximity to the incompressiblestate or the
noticeablelevelsof varianceanisotropyin the magnetic Mach number. Low /S appears to be associatedwith
field, with the perpendicular component predominant. significantlevelsof varianceanisotropy.For runs beginThis occursrapidly for the magneticfield and then satu- ning with solenoidalvelocityfields, any significantvarirates. The velocity field variancesremain quite isotropic ance anisotropy that appears has perpendicular vari-
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variancein the z (B0) direction.The normalized"y" variances
showverysimilarbehavior.Note
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anceslarger than the parallel one. The nature of low-•
variance anisotropy can be different in the highly compresslyecategory 2 runs, in which larger parallel variance sometimesoccurs,and more importantly, the variance anisotropyof the velocity is larger than that of the
magneticfield.
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but generallyliesbetweenthe valuesfor ug (isotropic)
and u• (quasi2D). The factorsthat controlwherethe
densityanisotropyfalls betweenthese(approximate)
limits appear to be the plasmaf• and the proximity to

an incompressible
state(i.e., u•. ) uL). Lowf• favorsa

density anisotropy that tracks that of u.r. Further investigationof this complicatedbehavior of the spectral
anisotropy
of the density appears to be neededbefore a
Summary and Discussion
full explanation can be claimed.
CompressibleMHD turbulence is quite different from
In this paper we have examined the nature of spectral and varianceanisotropiesin three-dimensionalcom- its incompressiblecounterpart with regard to the appressibleand incompressibleMHD turbulencefor peri- pearance of variance anisotropy. For incompressible
odic geometry. The incompressiblecasehas beenexten- turbulence, no significant level of variance anisotropy
sivelystudiedpreviously[Shebalinet al., 1983;Carbone appearsin the simulationswe have examined. However,
and Veltri, 1990; Oughtonet al., 1994]. We haveseen in the compressiblecase a systematicpattern appears
that in the compressibleruns, spectral anisotropy dy- in which greater variance anisotropyis associatedwith
namically developsin much the same way as has been lowerplasma/•. For simulationswith initially solenoidal
reported for incompressibleMHD. The anisotropyan- velocityfields(category1 runs)the varianceanisotropy
gles associatedwith the velocity, magnetic, vorticity, of the magneticfield is generallygreaterthan that of the
and electric current density fields generallyincreasein velocity field. Furthermore, for both u and b the pertime. These anglesindicate the angular separationof pendicularcomponentsof the varianceexceedthe paral-

typical excitationsfrom the mean magneticfield axis.
As these angles approach 900, the spectrum becomes
concentratedin the 2D plane perpendicularto the mean
magnetic field, suggestinga quasi 2D state. For the
caseswe examined the velocity and magneticfield anisotropy angle had valuescomparableto a similar incompressiblerun. Also, as in the incompressiblecase,
greater anisotropyis indicatedat smallerscales.This
strong similarity to the incompressiblebehavior suggeststhat the mechanismfor dynamicalproductionof
spectralanisotropyin incompressible
MHD [Shebalinet
al., 1983]is alsoimportantfor compressible
MHD tur-

lel ones. For simulationsthat beginwith a purely longi-

tudinalvelocityfield(category2), varianceanisotropies
also tend to appear at low f•, but now the velocity variance anisotropy is greater than that of the magnetic
field.

Connectionsof the presentstudy to solar wind observations are clearly indicated. First, there is a body of
accumulatedprior evidencethat spectral anisotropyis
expectedin a turbulent magnetofluidsuch as the solar

wind [e.g., Matthaeuset al., 1995].Direct observations
suggest that solar wind fluctuations are anisotropic

[Carboneet al., 1995]and containa significantadmixture of 2D or quasi 2D spectralsymmetry[Matthaeus
A more complex picture emergeswhen we examine et al., 1990;Bieberet al., 1995].In the aboveresultswe
the spectral anisotropy of the density and the longi- seefor the first time the suggestionin turbulence simtudinal ("L)and transverse("T)parts of the veloc- ulations that the solar wind varianceanisotropymight
ity field. The longitudinal velocity, representativeof be explained by in situ compressibleturbulence. Sobulence.

purely compressivefluctuations, remains almost completely isotropic throughout all runs with all values of
/•, B0, and Ms that we haveinvestigated,includingruns
commencingwith either purely uL or purely u• fluctu-

lar wind variance inequality was originally discussed

by Belcher and Davis [1971], who quote a 5:4:1 ratio of magnetic variances, the smallest being the par-

allel direction.More recently,Klein et al. [1991]exam-

ations.Also,in all cases,u• (ordinarilyassociated
in a ined both velocity and magnetic field variances,from
directwaywith incompressive
motions)alwaysappears 1- and 3-hour samples of Voyager data ranging from

i AU to beyond 10 AU. Their results indicate variance
anisotropies in both fields, with larger perpendicular
componentvariancesand larger anisotropyfor the magnetic
field. For the magnetic field the variance anisoting to say that the densityfollowstendenciesthat can
ropy
lies
in the range of 2 to 4 between 1 and 10 AU,
be understood in terms of nearly incompressiblethewhile
it
remains
about 2 for the velocity field. This
ory [Za•k a•d Matthaeus,1992a,b,1993]. Indeed,for
is
quite
consistent
with the pattern observed in the
category1 runs (at least someof whichmay be truly
NI runs)this description
seemsto workwell. However, present category 1 simulations, except that the simuthis reasoningwould not apply in any obviousway to lations at /• - 1/4 showedsomewhatsmallervalues,
5u•/Suz • 1.2.
category2 runs, which initially have only compressive,
Clearly, any completediscussionof the nature of speclongitudinal fluctuations. Such runs are far from NI.
It appears that the transversevelocity tends toward tral and variance anisotropy in the solar wind would
quasi 2D spectral distributions when in the NI limit have to include many factors that are well beyond the
and also somewhat beyond any regime in which near- scope of the present study. These would certainly inincompressibilityis quantitatively defensible.The spec- volve radial expansionand the influenceof large-scale
tral anisotropy of the density seemsto vary somewhat shear and stream structure, which would induce pre-

to evolve toward an anisotropic state of the quasi 2D
type. In contrast,the behaviorof the densityvariesconsiderably. On the basis of category 1 runs it is tempt-
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ferred directions on the turbulence beyond only the
mean magnetic field direction consideredhere. Furthermore, the Reynolds numbers characterizing the solar
wind are most likely enormouslygreater than our com-

These features

convected

refinements

are exhibited

when the turbulence

oc-

cursin the presenceof a mean magneticfield, when it is
not too far from incompressibility,and when the plasma
• is unity or lower. The explanation of the appearputationalvalues.(There is someevidencethat MHD ance of the spectral anisotropyappearsto be firm, the
anisotropiesbecome greater at higher Reynolds num- available explanations for the appearance of variance
bers[Oughtonet al., 1994].) Anotherambiguityin ap- anisotropies,based upon nearly incompressibletheory,
plying the presentstudy to the solar wind is that there is an incomplete subject. It is likely that future studare various locations in the heliospherewhere dynamical ies will serveto further clarify variousissuesregarding
anisotropy might be generated and then subsequently anisotropiesthat appear in MHD, including theoretical
and modified.

The mechanism

we have de-

and additional

observational

connections.

scribedmight come into play in the lower corona,prior
to accelerationof the supersonicwind, and it might also
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